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IPUB WITH A
DIFFERENCE
Now able to supply the new iPub
with faster PC and exceptional
note acceptor

GOLDEN RULES
OF DIGITAL
SIGNAGE
From the manufacturers of BeeBox

NEW CLASSEQ
RANGE
State of the art glass and dish
washing equipment

CLEAR COOL HAVE GONE CLASSEQ
Clear Cool are delighted to announce a new trading relationship with Classeq, the only
Warewashing Manufacturer in the UK.
Some highlights of the new products are:
- Machines are very simple to set up and use, they are the top of line range for Classeq
- Build quality is superb, double skinned (for quieter washing)
- Low fill wash tanks (less water used, heats 50% quicker than competitors and a 25%
saving on running costs)
- Full LCD Display, shows any faults or error codes and even tells you when to fill up
with salt

Click Here

IPUB WITH A
DIFFERENCE
We're pleased to announce we can now supply Bell
Fruit's iPub machine to our estate.
Our iPub is a rebuild of the model currently on the
market, making it both faster and more reliable than
older versions.
Each machine has a Quixant PC built in to it which
allows for slick game play and fast load times.
They also have NV200 note acceptors which are
market leading and have significantly reduced service
calls for acceptance/payout issues.
The game menu consists of ten high performance
games, all of which have been converted to run on
the new PC system.
We're looking forward to new game releases coming
out over the next few months which should see this
machine move from strength to strength.

"A faster PC and more reliable note
acceptor mean greater playability for
customers"

DIGITAL SIGNAGE DO'S & DON'TS
The manufacturers of Innstay's BeeBox system have come up with some
handy tips on how to create the perfect digital signage playlist to feature on
your TV screens.
With thousands of pre-populated templates available on the system you can
follow all of their tips easily and generate professional slides in minutes.
If you're baffled by the above then give Innstay Support a call and they'll
create the signage for you!
Click here to read the full article:
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